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what excites me
By Sadie Hess, Founder & CEO

I was asked what excites me for 2021.

hours a week during COVID-19. I never heard

I am excited for everything that I already have

asked of her or anything that seemed to need a

right in front of me today. I know I am someone
who loves to see what is ahead. To dream. To

think about what is possible. But after the year

we just had, I wonder if we should all breathe in
the moment that is right in front of us. Perhaps
we should just hug

the neck of our son
or daughter, kiss

our mother on the
cheek and make
sure we say our

heart words out

of our mouths. I

choose excitement
for every blessing

right here right now.
The blessing I must

her complain. Not once. She took on anything

leader without being asked. No job was too big
or too small. It is both an honor and a respon-

sibility to have someone so capable who is also

dedicated to Compass as a whole, and to me as
a person.

I am so enthusiastic for
the Compass future
because of who I have
all around me today. I am
surrounded by people who
love what we do and love
each other.

share is the Com-

My RM team of Melanie, Josh, Michele,

Rhonda, and Amanda

are all rock stars. In all
the chaos and crazi-

ness, I never felt anything but trust. They

trusted themselves to

do the right thing and
trusted Eric and I to

provide the resources to do the correct

pass leadership team.

thing. These are people that I count as friends

I am married to one of the best men on the

er as we faced a year of headwinds.

planet. He is not perfect, but he is perfect for

and we have laughed, cried and worried togeth-

me. He stepped in as CFO 15 years ago and he

Our home office team. Each member worked

make it. He just gets better at his job every day.

changing every piece of orientation and inter-

affectionately says he spends the money while I
I don’t know if I always fully appreciate how he
pivots with me, jousts with me, and loves me

through every crazy day of our lives. He is both
a rock and rubber for me.

I can’t say enough about Jen, our Vice President
of Operations. She probably worked 80-100

exceedingly hard to support our clients from
viewing to an online format, to shopping for

PPEs, to submitting multiple documents to the
Regional Center for additional funding for our

clients, to writing memos, and writing new QSP
code. They stand behind the scenes and sup-

port client and staff with all of their might. They
were some of our unsung heroes of 2020.
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Meet randy

By Babe Delgado, Case Facilitator
Meet Randy! Our Compass family is so excited to

the ocean! He also hopes to adopt either a cat or dog

introduce you to our dear friend Randy. What a plea-

to keep him and his multiple goldfish company while

sure it is to get to know such a fun and inspiring guy.

he enjoys watching his favorite shows which include

Our friend is fiercely independent and loves a new

soap operas, Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy. Randy

adventure. Some of his favorite adventures include

has hopes to embark on future road trip vacations in

road trips, hiking, traveling to new places, and going

his constant thirst for adventure. Also, among Randy’s

on rides with a local motorcycle club whom he enjoys

list of personal accomplishments is being a local small

hanging out with. Randy would love to have his own

business owner of a company named Denton’s Doc-

red Honda motorcycle to hop on any time he wanted

ument Destruction which he started from the ground

to cruise downtown or through the scenic Redwoods

up.

on his way to visit the coast.

It is no wonder that Randy has such enthusiasm for
traveling and adventure as his father was in the mili-

Randy is also known for his fun and trendy style. He

tary during his upbringing, resulting in Randy traveling

loves sporting flannel cowboy shirts with suspenders

the world from a young age. Growing up, Randy even

and maintains a regularly scheduled appointment

spent time living in Germany and Japan and has never

with his hairdresser for a cut and color, and by color

lost his love and excitement for travel.

we mean his vividly dyed red and black hair. Randy’s
unique and fun style, in addition to his kind personali-

Randy can often be seen around town walking to his

ty, make him well liked by everyone he meets.

favorite local events and places such as concerts in the
park and movies in the plaza where he enjoys meeting

While Randy has many siblings, he looks forward most
to his weekly phone calls with his dear and
longtime friend, Maggie. Randy is genuinely
interested and inquisitive about the people in
his life and often recalls thoughtful and interesting facts about them that have been shared
with him.
Randy is goal-oriented and very motivated to
achieve tasks which he sets out to accomplish
for himself. Currently he hopes to move to the
Fort Bragg Coast where he can be closest to
his favorite hiking spots and beaches. He loves

new people and interacting with his community.

finding happiness in transition
By Maddeline Thomas, Compass Community Member and Blogger
Happiness is precious because if I do something

During transitions, it is nice to sit by the fire and destress,

every day that makes me happy, then situations will be

to figure out how to incorporate the new changes in my

easier to resolve. Being happy is the top priority because

lifestyle.

it gives me confidence and a positive outlook. When life
gets busy, it is easy to forget about happiness. Reminding

My job transition happened during the holiday season.

myself and taking action on what I truly want will bring me

Spending time with family and friends that I do not talk to

joy. I recently went through some transitions with my job

often and talking with new people during a stressful time

and relationships with people. It was overwhelming be-

was exhausting. I was not ready to talk about things I was

cause there were so many expectations and responsibili-

going through. I felt pressure doing well in my promotion

ties. I thought opening up to everyone would be helpful,

and pleasing others. It got to a point where the weight

but it was draining. I listened to people’s opinions, but I

was too heavy and I needed to make changes.

did not set boundaries to protect my feelings. My friends
and family tried to help, but some do not know the whole

After the training and learning the tasks, it got easier

story because we do not talk regularly.

because I created a new routine and managed my stress
levels. I started to do daily workouts, walking on the tread-

In December, I received a promotion at one of my jobs

mill, or hiking. I ate fewer sweets and more fruits and veg-

with a conversion from a temporary to a permanent em-

gies. This healthy routine gave me the energy to do my

ployee, more hours and responsibilities, and became an

work and extra activities. I took a little break from sched-

accounting associate. I was happy about this opportunity

uling calls, except for the people I talk to weekly. I can let

because it was the next step in my career, and I learned

my guard down with certain people who understand all

to manage a heavy workload. When I have job interviews

aspects of my life.

in the future, if companies question whether I can handle
the workload, I have the experience to answer their ques-

With the others I don’t talk to often, I have to enjoy the

tions and concerns.

time with them without telling them everything at once.
They can help in certain aspects and everyone has their

Before the promotion, I was only doing social media, and

capacity. They might be going through something too,

then I was designated to take on most of the accounting

so I have set boundaries even with the people I live with.

responsibilities. The six-week training for accounting tasks

When I reach out to people again, I have a different mind-

was an adjustment. I also work in accounting 25 hours a

set and avoid topics that unsettle me.

week at SJSU, so working around 50 hours a week at both
jobs was daunting. It means doing double the accounting

Sometimes I have to take a step back and figure out what

work. With my disability, transitions take longer to get

makes me happy and do what feels right. The contrast-

used to because I use more energy to control my muscles

ing opinions from people will cloud my mind and I will

and spasticity.

get stuck. Building my mental fitness will help filter my
thoughts and I can overcome each challenge.

PANDEMIC
WEARY
By Sheri Wittmer, ILS Manager

By Sheri Wittmer, ILS Manager

How do we rub this weariness from our Ne
to the things that worked before. If you
about everyone else you k

I remember when the news of a mysterious, deadly illness called the Coronavirus first became the talk. I was in Germany on my first trip across the pond. Looking back, I recall airports
from San Francisco to Frankfurt to Hamburg, beginning to show signs that something in our world
was very off. What was up with all these travelers wearing masks? “Most of them are Chinese,” I
told myself. “Maybe they are just trying to be safe.” News sources everywhere were talking about
a devastating wave of illness that, at the time, many expected to stay within the borders of China.
Little did we know that this virus would soon covertly creep into nearly every nation and completely
topple our way of life.
Once it became evident that this virus had breached our borders and was spreading like a
California wildfire, I must admit, I felt fearful at first. Night after night, we heard stories, tragic, awful
stories. How bad will this get? What if someone I love gets it? What if I get it? Then the national shutdown came. This was not just serious; it was seriously serious stuff. Two weeks to stop the
spread stretched to months and months. What was first fueled by fear, fascination, and adrenaline,
eventually gave way to boredom- to -the bone and a nagging, dragging fatigue that many of us
just can’t seem to shake off. Some call it COVID Exhaustion or Pandemic Fatigue.
Now, nearly a year into this &#%!@?! new normal, where do we go from here? We still can’t
do life the way we used to. What about this new strain, perhaps more contagious than the original?
Well, one thing I am sure of, we must not continue to go at this alone. Everyone we know has been
impacted by this uninvited life-disrupter called COVID-19. Even in that, there can be a bit of solace
in knowing that we all get it. Not everyone has gotten the virus, but we have all been afflicted with
weariness in the waiting. There is a huge difference between socially distant for safety’s sake and
socially isolated, which only leads to loneliness and depression. Many of us gain energy just by
being with others; something that we have missed out on for far too long.
How do we rub this weariness from our Netflix bleary eyes? My guess is going back to the
things that worked before. Connecting with loved ones might look different, such as reaching out
with a letter, email, phone call, or video call. Maybe it’s sitting with a neighbor on your porch with
enough space between you to prevent possible exposure but close enough to share stories and
struggles. If you are lonely, there is a good chance just about everyone else you know is too, so
reach out. Lastly, even if no one sees it, don’t let that mask keep you from smiling. Your eyes are
the window of your soul, and they let people know that they are seen and important. No matter
what, don’t go it alone. We need each other now more than ever.

etflix bleary eyes? My guess is going back
u are lonely, there is a good chance just
know is too, so reach out.

Meet matt
By Joe Brewer, Case Facilitator
During this last year, lives have changed significantly. Some people have gone into a dark
corner of the house metaphorically. They are
just waiting for this pandemic struggle to end.
However, others have confronted the challenge head on and chose to move forward in
their lives. The have chosen to make the best
of what life has to offer. They made lemonade
with the lemons that life gave them. These
positive people bring light to the world around
them. Joy radiates from them.
Matt is one of these strong warriors and examples. Even though Matt has had many changes
to his routine over the last year, he is always
a joy to be around. Visiting Matt is a highlight
of a month. I always feel appreciated by him.
Whenever you have a bad day or feel like you
need a smile, Matt will be there for you. Let us
look at some highlights this year.
Being out of the house is necessary to maintain
calmness and tranquility, especially during this
time. Matt has continued to explore the world
around him. Matt has been focusing more on
his health with exercise and diet. He has lost
at least 10 pounds since the start of the COVID
pandemic. In the past months, Matt has explored different hiking trails around town. We
are so proud of Matt for his dedication to his
health. Woohoo!
In addition, he started an office job during this
pandemic. He has been a wonderful help in

the office to everyone who works there. His servant heart is a blessing to all. Everyone always
loves seeing Matt when he comes in to work.
In fact, coming to work has been a highlight
for Matt’s week as well. When people have too
much time on their hands, a feeling of boredom can creep in. This work has been a blessing in creating a productive life and a sense of
accomplishment for Matt.
Also, I cannot leave out the fact that Matt has
an amazing sense of humor. He is always cracking jokes and creating moments of laughter
with his staff. It is a way of connecting for Matt.
I would like to publicly appreciate Matt for his
amazing spirit, personality, sense of humor,
and his determination to pursue happiness in
all areas of his life.

Meet kevin
By Anna Levinne-Beard and
Alexandra Butler-Auld
Kevin was recently welcomed to Compass in
the South Bay. Currently, he lives in Milpitas
with his family. As a twenty-three-year-old,
Kevin dreams of becoming a teacher at the
school he graduated from and living on his
own.
Every member of Kevin’s team knows that he
has a great memory and is a quick learner.
He speaks two languages fluently, and he
has memorized all the safety scenarios in his
“What Would You Do” guidebook. He has
attended Mission Community College since
Fall 2019, and he plans to earn an associate
degree while there. His team supported
Kevin as he filed his FAFSA application, and

they continue to coach him on filling
out applications for grants and connecting him with academic counseling
and support.
Always cheerful and optimistic, Kevin
is a positive guy who enjoys helping
others and going to social events.
He is very helpful to his family, going
on quick trips to the grocery store or
restaurants to pick up food. He enjoys playing games on the computer, such as Spy Fox
Dry Cereal, and chatting with his classmates
over text. Right now, Kevin is expanding his
computer and smartphone skills with his
coaches so that he can connect with others virtually. When Shelter-in-Place ends,
Kevin looks forward to joining Compass at
community events, including the BBQs, and
shopping at a flea market with his coaches.
Kevin is a world traveler. He has visited Vietnam, Nevada and Mexico. His Vietnamese
name is Hoang. He often drives himself to
go get breakfast, visit the library, or walk the
park and the Great Mall. He really enjoys taking road trips to places like Monterey in the
family car.
Kevin would be a great employee and an
asset to any team! Kevin has worked with his
Life Coach to plan a budget, make a schedule for paying bills, and practice job skills,
like communicating with supervisors. He
has a great foundation in cleaning, kitchen
safety, and emergency preparedness. Kevin
and his team are discussing possible job
pursuits and affordable housing options for
the future to help him achieve his big dream
of becoming a teacher.

Meet Elena
By Alicia Curran, Case Facilitator
I would like to introduce you all to Elena!
Elena moved to the Bay Area in 2011 from
Southern California where she grew up. After trying several different organizations, Elena joined Compass a little over a year ago,
and what an interesting year it has been…
right? Despite the challenges we have all
faced in this season, Elena has maintained a
positive attitude and is eager to engage with
the greater Compass community.
Another thing Elena is anxious for is traveling
again. Elena loves to visit new places, she
especially likes New York (she has been there
three times!), Canada, and Las Vegas. During
her last trip to Vegas, for her 40th birthday,
she enjoyed the Cirque du Soleil Michael
Jackson show and walking the Vegas Strip.
Elena appreciated her sister keeping the
parents busy so she could have a full Vegas
experience. Las Vegas is the first place Elena
would like to go again.
Elena enjoys concerts and is a devoted BTS
fan. The last concert she went to was Jay-Z
at the Oracle Arena. She was set up to go to
a BTS concert at the Levi Stadium in April,
but you know… COVID. I am certain we will
make this happen for her; in the meanwhile,
she is collecting all the BTS memorabilia and
downloading her favorite songs.
Elena has many hobbies that keep her busy.

She likes arts and crafts,
especially making pictures
with embroidery floss. Her
colorful works of art are displayed proudly around her
home. Elena is an avid foodie; she likes to
cook and try new things. She loves animals
and hopes to be able to keep a pet in her
home one day. Elena is a Candy Crush savant going strong at level 2129! Elena is also
learning to play the Ukulele, which is one of
her goals for 2021.
When Elena is not busy traveling the world
or pursuing her many talents, you can find
her spending time with her family. Elena
is very close to her older brother, and two
younger sisters who are a great source of
support. They spend most weekends together, hanging out, having dinner, and watching
whatever game is on. They make many trips
down to Southern California to visit their
father’s friends.
I have enjoyed getting to know Elena over
the last year. We have found we have a lot in
common and shared many laughs. She is a
sweet, sensitive person, with a big heart, and
a great sense of humor. I am happy to have
an opportunity to share a little about Elena
and look forward to the day we all can come
together!

Meet ishmael
By Shannon Laird, ILS Manager
I would like to acknowledge Ismael. He is
from East Bay and has been with Compass
since February 2017. Ismael and his brother
rent a room in Fremont California; they are

extremely close. Ismael has been working
at Pet Smart for a little over 16 years now;
he works in the aquarium department and
started as a part-time employee. Over the
years he has worked hard and is now
an aquatic specialist. He has demonstrated dedication and trustworthiness, which has earned him a key to
the store.
Ismael’s love for animals is amazing;
over the last few years Ismael has
fostered many animals assisting them
with finding good homes.
In his spare time, he enjoys spending
time with his family, walking his dog,
and cooking at his father’s restaurant
that he owns in Fremont. Prior to the
pandemic, one of Ismael’s favorite
things to do was go to the movies
and hang out with friends.
Ismael has been working with Teresa,
his ILC for a few years; they have a
good relationship and she helps him
with achieving his goals. Money management and community resources
are just to name a few of his goals.

Why grades d
By Cassandra Sales, ILS Supervisor

My final semester of nursing school our instructor

I failed.

the first week of class, and with it she stated “Just so

Fast forward 12 years, and we have entered a world

because there is no such thing as perfect.” I have

coined “a new normal.” Students who were on the

extraordinaire gave us our final paper assignment

you know, no one will get a 100% on this assignment
an entire semester to work on this AND she doesn’t

think I can get 100%? Challenge accepted I thought
to myself. I spent countless hours in the writing lab

to ensure others checked my grammar and citations.
I interviewed experts and found scholastic articles

from which to quote, and by the end of the semester
I turned in a high quality paper. When I was handed

it back after finals, my instructor looked at me with a
smirk and said “I knew you would prove me wrong.”
I got 100 percent on that paper. To this day, I have
no idea what that paper was about. I don’t know
if I made a good argument for vaccines, cured a

disease, or maybe explained why pineapple does

indeed belong on pizza. Understanding the content
was not my focus, getting 100 percent was. On pa-

per, I got an A, but in understanding and application

of COVID, distance learning, and what has been

honor roll are now barely pulling a “C,” assignments

are missing, and parents are trying to help their kids
understand a math system that we, ourselves, never
learned. I started one of my meetings with my ILS

Managers the other day with this question – “Would
you rather get an ‘A’ or a ‘C’?” It wasn’t surprising

that all six of them answered “A.” If presented with
the option, of course we are going to desire for a

“A.” However, then I took that question a step further
and asked “Would you rather get an ignorant “A” or

an experienced “C?” All the managers changed their
answered to “Experienced C.”

My final semester of nursing school our instructor
extraordinaire gave us our final paper assignment
the first week of class, and with it she stated

don’t matter
“Just so you know, no one will get a 100% on this
assignment because there is no such thing as
perfect.” I have an entire semester to work on this
AND she doesn’t think I can get 100%? Challenge
accepted I thought to myself.
I spent countless hours in the writing lab to ensure
others checked my grammar and citations. I interviewed experts and found scholastic articles from
which to quote, and by the end of the semester I
turned in a high quality paper. When I was handed it back after finals, my instructor looked at me
with a smirk and said “I knew you would prove me
wrong.” I got 100 percent on that paper.
To this day, I have no idea what that paper was
about. I don’t know if I made a good argument
for vaccines, cured a disease, or maybe explained
why pineapple does indeed belong on pizza.
Understanding the content was not my focus, get-

ting 100 percent was. On paper, I got an A, but in
understanding and application I failed.
Fast forward 12 years, and we have entered a
world of COVID, distance learning, and what has
been coined “a new normal.” Students who were
on the honor roll are now barely pulling a “C,”
assignments are missing, and parents are trying to
help their kids understand a math system that we,
ourselves, never learned.
I started one of my meetings with my ILS Managers the other day with this question – “Would you
rather get an ‘A’ or a ‘C’?” It wasn’t surprising that
all six of them answered “A.” If presented with the
option, of course we are going to desire for a “A.”
However, then I took that question a step further
and asked “Would you rather get an ignorant “A”
or an experienced “C?” All the managers changed
their answered to “Experienced C.”

““

Meet JIM

By Julia Verbrugge, Case Facilitator
James “Jim”, the goal master! Jim started SLS services with Compass back in 2017 and has had nothing
but good things to say since. Jim says that SLS services
give him “controlled independence,” in that he retains
the independence to do what he wants, but also has
people around to help. In his words, “I am disabled,
but I don’t act like it,” and boy is that true! Jim is
constantly working on his “big goals” which are maintaining his employment, getting his apartment to feel
more like a home, starting learning and succeeding in
his Spanish studies, and getting a girlfriend.
When it comes to maintaining his employment, Jim
has done an astonishing job. Jim is a long-term sub for
Safe Educational Recreation for Rural Families (SERRF) and is a peer advocate for FNRC. He works every
day, Monday through Friday, and has been picking up
shifts as needed. Originally, Jim said he started working to make some extra cash and to have something to
do when he first moved into his own place. Now, Jim
works because he likes to make an impact in the lives
of the students he sees both come and go.

Jim teaches a wide age range of students from
pre-kindergarten up to 5th grade. Jim says he ultimately wants to be able to teach kids to maintain
respect; respect for themselves, for Jim, and for all the
people they encounter. Jim says he sees “little glimmers of hope” in this aspect!
Staff have been able
to help Jim make his
house feel like a home
with new decorations
and furniture arrangements. In his words,
“Candy basically remodeled my entire house, all
I did was pay for everything!” He now has his
cherished comic books
up on the walls and a
floor plan that works
best for his needs.

Hunter hails from Long Beach California where he lived with his father prior to graduating high school. Hunter moved to Siskiyou County shortly after and joined our ILS community.
Since then, Hunter has blossomed into an amazing young individual who is an active part of
our community. I would like to share Hunter’s story and how he overcame adversity and started
to thrive.
The beginning of Hunter’s journey in Siskiyou county was not easy, there were many nights
where he, and his family had to go without food. Hunter made the difficult decision to leave
his family and venture out into the world on his own. After living in Yreka for a short period of
time, Hunter found himself moving into the home of a Compass family friend, Pat. Here Hunter
found an environment where he could begin to grow and express himself in ways that he was
not able to before.

Jim’s Spanish studies have a greater purpose than I

cross that stage but when he did he thought, “wow, I

originally thought. Jim explained that he believes in

finally did it.”

two different principles. The first principle is that he

There are a few last things about Jim that both he

believes kids should be kids and should not have to

and I would like to share. Jim has some role models

deal with adult issues. Jim wants to be able to com-

and important people he would like to highlight: Mr.

municate with Spanish-speaking parents to alleviate

Todd, “Jen-Jen,” his family, and our very own Candy

the burden of kids having to translate on behalf of

Milton. Mr. Todd was Jim’s friend, confidant, and staff

their parents. The second principle is that students

for 6 years before his passing and was the one who

listen and follow directions better in the language

helped Jim through college. “Jen-Jen,” Jim’s girlfriend, is the first person who has seen past every-

that they learn at home.

thing and accepts Jim for who he is. Their relationNow for the last goal; a girlfriend! Jim has

ship is similar to that of his grandparents, who have

achieved this goal and is extremely happy

also had a large impact on Jim. Finally, Candy Milton.

but of course, he has a new goal, like the

Jim says “I don’t know where I would be or what con-

driven man he is. His goal now is to work on

dition I would be in without her.”

their relationship so they can both succeed
together as individuals, and as a couple.

Jim is simply an inspiration. When he was young,

If these goals weren’t enough to show how

doctors told him that he wouldn’t live past 30 be-

driven Jim is, let me share the fact that he

cause of his diagnosis but he is now 31, going on 32.

has a bachelor’s degree in Communication

“To those who say prove me wrong, I proved them

Sciences and Disorders from Chico State.

wrong.” On behalf of all of us at Compass, we cannot

Jim graduated and crossed the stage in

wait to see what goals Jim accomplishes in the years

2014. He wasn’t sure when the time would

to come!

finally come where he would be able to

Meet hunter

By Cody Pimentel, ILS Manager

Hunter is still a self-proclaimed work in progress, but he is working
hard everyday to become the person that he wants to be. Since we
have known Hunter, he has grown from a teenager without a plan
to a young adult that is striving to achieve goals set for himself. As
Hunter walks side by side with us, he looks forward to obtaining his
Driver’s License as well as his own apartment. I think I can speak
for all of Compass when I say I cannot wait to see what the future
holds for him.
Hunter and I want to say thank you to Pat, Ben, Cassandra, Jeni,
Audali, Jasmine, and Pam for making this all possible for Hunter.
Without you all, Hunter’s journey would not be what it is today.

Everyday Compass
Our managers had so much fun being Santa’s elves to their clients and staff. In the month of
December, we had a Christmas Palooza! Each region had their own flavor and way of
celebrating the season. Below are just a few of the memories made.

